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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes an integrated inventory control and supplier selection 

problem in stochastic demand environment under carbon emissions regulations. In 

particular, a continuous review inventory model with multiple suppliers is investigated 

under carbon taxing and carbon trading regulations. We analyze and compare the 

optimal supplier selection and order splitting decisions with single sourcing and two 

alternative delivery structures for multi-sourcing, namely, sequential ordering and 

sequential delivery. For each of the three ordering policies, a solution method is 

proposed and these policies are compared in terms of their economic as well as 

environmental performances. A numerical study is conducted to demonstrate the 

efficiencies of the solution methods proposed. Further numerical studies analyze how 

the economic and environmental performances of different ordering policies vary as the 

supplier capacities and lead times change. 

Keywords: Carbon emissions, Continuous Review Inventory 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Global warming is a growing concern and carbon emissions are a leading 

contributor to global climate change which was created increasing pressure around the 

world to enact legislation to curb these emissions. Carbon emission regulations have 

emerged to address these issues and incentivize firms to curb greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions, primarily carbon-dioxide (other GHG emissions can be measured in terms of 

carbon-dioxide, see e.g., EPA 2014). Furthermore, the increased environmental 

awareness of consumers enforces firms to green their operations to stay competitive. 

Industry and transportation sectors are the largest contributors to GHG emissions.  For 

instance, industry and transportation sectors generated 29% and 15% of the global GHG 

emissions in 2010 (ECOFYS, 2010). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)  

reports  that industrial and transportation sectors contributed 20% and 28%, respectively,  

to  national  GHG  emissions in 2012 (EPA,  2014).  Thus,  a very  large fraction  of 

carbon emissions  are  due  to  supply  chain  activities  including  inventory  holding,  

freight transportation,  and logistics and warehousing  activities. 

 Inventory management  is particularly important for a company  as this  

determines  not  only the level of inventory  carried  and  warehousing  activities  but  

also the  amount and  the  frequency  of freight shipments  and logistical operations. The 

inventory control policy of a company, therefore, is inextricably linked with its 

environmental performance.  There is a growing body of literature that analyzes 

inventory control models with environmental considerations. As will be reviewed in 

Section 2, these studies include environmental aspects  of the  inventory  related  

operations  by either  associating  direct  costs  with  the environmental damage  due to 

the inventory  related  operations  or considering  environmental objectives such as 

emissions minimization along with  the  classical economic objectives  such as cost 

minimization (profit  maximization) or modeling the  inventory  control  policies under  

environmental regulations  such as  carbon  cap,  carbon  tax,  carbon  trading, or  carbon  

offsetting.   In  this  study,  we incorporate the environmental aspects  of inventory  

related  operations  by formulating an inventory  control  model under carbon  taxing  and  
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carbon  trading  policies.   Specifically, under carbon taxing, a company pays taxes for 

the emissions it generates.   

 The tax per unit carbon emissions is defined by governmental agencies. European 

countries Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Netherlands, and Norway are among the first 

countries that implemented carbon taxing (Lin and Li, 2011). Under carbon trading, on 

the other hand, a company is subject a carbon emissions limit per unit time, which is 

known as carbon cap, and carbon emissions are tradable through an emissions trading 

system such as European and New Zealand Emissions Trading systems.  That is, the 

company can buy extra carbon allowances or sell its excess carbon emissions.  

Particularly, our focus is on a retailer’s integrated inventory control and supplier 

selection problem under the aforementioned environmental regulations.   We consider the 

case of stochastic demand and assume a continuous review inventory control system. The 

retailer can split his/her order among an arbitrary number of heterogeneous suppliers.   
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sustainability has been considered in various operations and supply chain 

management settings (see, e.g., the reviews by Corbett and Kleindorfer, 2001a, b, Linton 

et al., 2007, Srivastava, 2007).  In this study, we integrate sustainability in an inventory 

control model with multiple sources of supply. In case of multiple sources of supply, the 

supplier selection models have been introduced for companies to choose the suppliers to 

build relationships with.   Supplier evaluation and selection models have been intensively 

studied in the literature. One may refer to Ho et al. (2010) for a review of supplier 

evaluation and selection studies. Generally, supplier selection models constitute multi-

attribute decision making problems and various methods  such as data  envelopment 

analysis, mathematical programming, analytic hierarchy  process, fuzzy set theory,  and 

ranking  methods  have been utilized to help companies evaluate and select suppliers  (Ho 

et al., 2010).  

With increasing sustainability concerns along supply chains, environmental 

considerations have also been considered in supplier selection models.   In particular, 

green supplier  selection  models take  into account not  only the  supplier  attributes 

considered  in the  classical  supplier  evaluation and  selection models  but  also 

environmental/sustainability attributes  of the  suppliers.   Igarashi et al.  (2013)  note that 

product- and company-related environmental attributes are mainly introduced in green 

suppliers’ selection models.  We refer the reader to Genovese et al. (2010), Govindan et 

al. (2013), and Igarashi et al. (2013) for reviews of the green supplier selection models.  

      Our study does not consider a multi-attribute supplier selection model with 

environmental considerations. We rather consider an inventory control model with 

multiple possible source of supply under environmental regulations.  Therefore, in the 

following review, our focus is on the inventory control studies that account for 

environmental aspects of the inventory   related operations.   We distinguish such studies 

based on the demand characteristics (deterministic vs. stochastic demand), sourcing 

characteristics (single vs. multiple supply sources), and model characteristics.   Most  of 

the  studies that  integrate environmental aspects  into  inventory   control  models  focus  

on  well-known  inventory control models such as the economic order quantity model, 
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economic lot-sizing model, and single-period stochastic  demand  model,  and  their  

variations.  Furthermore,  environmental aspects  of the  inventory related  operations  are 

integrated into these models through  either  modeling environmental regulations such  as  

carbon  cap,  taxing,   trading,  and  offsetting  or  associating   direct  costs  with  

environmental pollution  generated  from  inventory   control  related  operations   or  

regarding  environmental objectives along  with  the  classical  economic  objectives.    

This  study  considers  a  stochastic   demand  continuous review inventory  control  

model with multiple  supply sources under  environmental regulations. .  In particular, 

Benjaafar et al. (2012), Absi et al. (2013), Palak et al. (2014), and Helmrich et al. (2015) 

study ELS problems under environmental regulations and, Mafakheri et al. (2011) and 

Azadnia et al. (2014) formulate a multi-objective EL with environmental considerations.  

Among  these  studies,  while Absi et  al. (2013) and  Palak  et  al. (2014) account for 

different sources of supply  by considering  different transportation modes, Mafakheri  et 

al. (2011)  and  Azadnia  et  al.  (2014)  directly  integrate supplier  selection  decisions  

with  ELS model  and assess the  supplier’s  environmental performance  in the  selection.   

Unlike these  studies,  we consider  a stochastic  inventory  control  model over a long 

planning  horizon  instead  of multi-period deterministic demand  model.  Furthermore, 

we model different delivery structures in case of multiple sourcing. Most  of the  

stochastic   inventory   control  models  with  environmental  considerations  revisit  the 

classical single-period  stochastic  demand  model,  i.e., the  Newsvendor  model.  The  

Newsvendor  model maximizes  the  expected  profits  due to  a single order  by 

considering  the  costs  associated  with  unsold items in case of overage and unmet  

demand  in case of underage.  Song and Leng (2012), Zhang and Xu (2013), Choi 

(2013a,b),  Liu et al. (2013), Rosic and Jammernegg (2013), Hoen et al. (2014), and 

Arikan and  Jammernegg (2014) study  the  Newsvendor  model and  its variations 

(including  dual  sourcing  and multi-item settings) under environmental regulations.  

Among these studies,  Hoen et al. (2014) consider different modes of transportation and  

Choi (2013a,b),  Rosic and  Jammernegg (2013), and  Arikan  and Jammernegg (2014) 

integrate different sourcing  channels  (dual  sourcing  with  a local and  an off-shore 

supplier)  as alternative options  to order from.  
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The most related study to ours is the one by Arikan et al. (2013).  Arikan et 

al. (2013) numerically demonstrate how the costs and carbon emissions generated 

change with different transportation modes and delivery lead times when a cost- or 

emissions-minimizing order quantity-reorder point policy is used for ordering 

decisions.  That is, they do not consider order splitting and environmental 

regulations. 
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PAPER 

Economic and Environmental Comparison of Different Ordering Policies for An 

Integrated Inventory Control and Supplier Selection Problem 

 
October 30, 2014 

 
 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This study analyzes an integrated inventory control and supplier selection 

problem in stochastic demand environment under carbon emissions regulations. In 

particular, a continuous review inventory model with multiple suppliers is investigated 

under carbon taxing and carbon trading regulations. We analyze and compare the 

optimal supplier selection and order splitting decisions with single sourcing and two 

alternative delivery structures for multi-sourcing, namely, sequential ordering and 

sequential delivery. For each of the three ordering policies, a solution method is 

proposed and these policies are compared in terms of their economic as well as 

environmental performances. A numerical study is conducted to demonstrate the 

efficiencies of the solution methods proposed. Further numerical studies analyze how 

the economic and environmental performances of different ordering policies vary as the 

supplier capacities and lead times change. 

Keywords: Carbon emissions, Continuous Review Inventory 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing consensus that carbon emissions are a leading contributor to 

global climate change which was created increasing pressure around the world to enact 

legislation to curb these emissions. Carbon emission regulations have emerged to 

address these issues and incentivize firms to curb greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 

primarily carbon-dioxide (other GHG emissions can be measured in terms of carbon-

dioxide, see e.g., EPA 2014). Furthermore, the increased environmental awareness of 

consumers enforces firms to green their operations to stay competitive. Industry and 

transportation sectors are the largest contributors to GHG emissions.  For instance, 

industry and transportation sectors generated 29% and 15% of the global GHG 

emissions in 2010 (ECOFYS, 2010). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)  

reports  that industrial and transportation sectors contributed 20% and 28%, 

respectively,  to  national  GHG  emissions in 2012 (EPA,  2014).  Thus,  a very  large 

fraction  of carbon emissions  are  due  to  supply  chain  activities  including  inventory  

holding,  freight transportation,  and logistics and warehousing  activities. 

 Inventory management  is particularly important for a company  as this  

determines  not  only the level of inventory  carried  and  warehousing  activities  but  

also the  amount and  the  frequency  of freight shipments  and logistical operations. 

The inventory control policy of a company, therefore, is inextricably linked with its 

environmental performance.  There is a growing body of literature that analyzes 

inventory control models with environmental considerations. As will be reviewed in 

Section 2, these studies include environmental aspects  of the  inventory  related  

operations  by either  associating  direct  costs  with  the environmental damage  due to 

the inventory  related  operations  or considering  environmental objectives such as 

emissions minimization along with  the  classical economic objectives  such as cost 

minimization (profit  maximization) or modeling the  inventory  control  policies under  

environmental regulations  such as  carbon  cap,  carbon  tax,  carbon  trading, or  

carbon  offsetting.   In  this  study,  we incorporate the environmental aspects  of 

inventory  related  operations  by formulating an inventory  control  model under 
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carbon  taxing  and  carbon  trading  policies.   Specifically, under carbon taxing, a 

company pays taxes for the emissions it generates.   The tax per unit carbon emissions 

is defined by governmental agencies. European countries Denmark, Finland, Sweden, 

Netherlands, and Norway are among the first countries that implemented carbon taxing 

(Lin and Li, 2011). Under carbon trading, on the other hand, a company is subject a 

carbon emissions limit per unit time, which is known as carbon cap, and carbon 

emissions are tradable through an emissions trading system such as European and New 

Zealand Emissions Trading systems.  That is, the company can buy extra carbon 

allowances or sell its excess carbon emissions. 

Particularly, our focus is on a retailer’s integrated inventory control and supplier 

selection problem under the aforementioned environmental regulations.   We consider 

the case of stochastic demand and assume a continuous review inventory control 

system. The retailer can split his/her order among an arbitrary number of heterogeneous 

suppliers.  We note that inventory control models with order splitting among multiple 

sources of supply have been studied in the literature.  In this  study,  the  sources of the 

supply  are  defined as suppliers;  hence,  order  splitting  decisions  also determine  the  

supplier  selection decisions.  Nevertheless,  the  sources of supply  can be not  only 

different suppliers  (distribution centers, manufacturers) but  also different 

transportation modes available  for shipment, or even different carriers of the  same 

transportation mode such as different  truck/vehicle types  (see, e.g., Konur,  2014 and  

?) or truckload and  less-than-truckload carriers  (see,  e.g.,  Konur  and  Schaefer,  

2014).   The  models and solution  methods  discussed in this paper,  therefore,  apply to 

the integrated stochastic  inventory  control and  transportation mode selection  and/or 

integrated stochastic  inventory  control  and  carrier  selection problems. 

One  may  refer  Minner  (2003)  for a  review  of inventory   control  models  

with  supplier  selection. Our study  considers stochastic  demand  and the inventory  

control  models with supplier  selection under stochastic  demand  are grouped  into  

two classes: models with  deterministic and  stochastic  lead times (Minner,  2003).   

Similar  to  Moinzadeh  and  Nahmias  (1988),  Moinzadeh  and  Schmidt  (1991),  

Zhang (1996), Chiang and Gutierrez (1996), and Jain et al. (2010), we assume that 
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suppliers have deterministic lead times, i.e., they are reliable.  One may refer to Thomas 

and Tyworth (2006) for a review of stochastic inventory control models with order 

splitting in case of stochastic lead times. 

The suppliers considered herein vary in their shipping specifications (delivery 

lead times and freight minimums) and shipping costs (unit procurement and fixed 

delivery setup costs) as well as environmental characteristics (per unit and fixed 

emissions generation from order shipments). Different suppliers  can have  different 

delivery  lead  times  due  to  distinct   points  of origin  or  transportation modes  used  

for delivery.  Due to the same reasons, the suppliers  might have varying unit  

procurement costs (which can include the  unit  purchasing/manufacturing and  unit  

shipping  cost)  and  fixed delivery  costs as well as carbon  emission  generation  

characteristics.  Therefore,  similar  to  the  most  of the  studies  integrating inventory  

control  and  supplier  selection,  we consider  heterogeneous  suppliers.   Furthermore, 

similar to Burke et al. (2007), Dai and Qi (2007), Awasthi et al. (2009), and Zhang and 

Zhang (2011), we account for supplier capacities and assume that different suppliers 

have different capacities. For instance, different transportation modes have different 

capacities or different vehicle types of the same transportation mode can have different 

capacities (various freight trucks have different volume/weight limits, see, e.g., Konur, 

2014). 

In most of the integrated inventory control and multi-sourcing models, the split 

orders are assumed to be delivered to the retailer sequentially. That is, after the retailer  

places the orders, the supplier with the lowest lead time (or the lowest realized lead 

time in case of stochastic  lead times) delivers first, then the supplier with the second 

lowest lead time delivers second, and so on (in case of stochastic  lead times, it is 

possible that different suppliers deliver simultaneously). As noted by Glock (2012) as 

well, delivery structure of the orders affects the inventory related costs.  Furthermore, 

as is discussed in this study, different delivery structures have different environmental 

performances.   Therefore, it is important to consider different delivery structures in 

integrated inventory control and supplier selection models.We note that different 

delivery structures are generally modeled for the supplier  (or manufacturer) in two-
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echelon supply  chains in the context  of shipment consolidation  (see, e.g., C¸ etinkaya  

(2005) for a review of consolidation  policies) or multi-item inventory  systems  in the  

context  of joint replenishment problem  (see,  e.g.,  Khouja  and  Goyal  (2008)  for a  

review  of joint replenishment problems).    Unlike shipment consolidation  and joint 

replenishment problems,  this study  analyzes a single-echelon (retailer) and  single-

item  inventory   system  with  multiple   supply  sources  (suppliers)   in  a  stochastic   

demand environment. We consider three  different ordering  policies, namely single 

sourcing, sequential  ordering, and  sequential  delivery,  for the  integrated inventory  

control  and  supplier  selection  problem  of interest in this study  under  carbon  taxing  

and carbon  trading  regulations. In particular, under  single sourcing,  the  retailer  does 

not  consider  order  splitting;  hence,  he/she chooses the single supplier  to order  

from.  Given the selected supplier,  the retailer’s  problem  is then  to determine  the re-

order  point R (the  on-hand  inventory  level to place an order)  and the order quantity, 

qi , if supplier i is the single selected supplier.  On the other hand, in the case order 

splitting is considered as an option, the retailer can control the deliveries from different 

suppliers by changing the order release times to the suppliers.   For instance, Kim and 

Goyal (2009) consider two different delivery options, which they refer to as lumpy and 

phased deliveries, in a single buyer-multiple suppliers setting.  In case of lumpy 

deliveries, the orders from different suppliers are delivered simultaneously while 

different suppliers’ orders are delivered alternately in case of phased deliveries.  Glock 

(2012) defines six different delivery structures regarding the production cycles of two 

manufacturers and the delivery at the single buyer. Both of these studies consider the 

two-echelons (buyer and vendor) of the supply chain simultaneously and they assume 

deterministic demand.  In this study, our focus is on the retailer only and the retailer is 

subject to stochastic demand.  We, therefore, consider two structures for order splitting:   

sequential ordering and sequential delivery.  

Under sequential ordering, the retailer starts ordering from the selected suppliers 

such that the orders from different suppliers are received simultaneously. Specifically, 

in the case the retailer enjoys less frequent warehousing activities such as unloading 

operations and inventory placement, sequential ordering can be preferred. Furthermore,  

all  of the  orders  are  delivered  at  once  under  sequential ordering;   however,  the  
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retailer  needs  to  carefully  monitor  the  timing  to  release  split  orders  to  the 

suppliers.    

On  the  other  hand,  under  sequential  delivery,  the  retailer  places  the  

orders  from selected suppliers  simultaneously, thus,  receives the  orders  from 

different  suppliers  sequentially  due to distinct lead  times. Therefore, compared  to  

sequential  ordering,  order  placement is simpler  under  sequential delivery;  however,  

there  are more frequent shipments,  i.e., more frequent warehousing  operations  and 

inventory  placements  can be required.  Figure  1 illustrates the retailer’s  inventory  

over time with single sourcing when supplier  2 is selected, sequential  ordering,  and 

sequential  delivery when an order is split among three  suppliers  such that τ1 < τ2 < τ3 

, where τi is the lead time of supplier i. This  study  contributes to the  body  of 

literature on inventory  control  models with  environmental considerations by (i) 

integrating supplier selection decisions in continuous  review inventory  systems and 

(ii) regarding  different delivery structures. To the best knowledge of the authors, 

integrated continuous review inventory  control  and  supplier  selection  models  under  

stochastic  demand  with  environmental considerations have not been analyzed  in the 

literature. Actually, as will be discussed in our literature review, while there is a 

growing body of literature on environmental inventory control models, most of these 

studies assume deterministic demand or stochastic demand in the single period.  

Furthermore, while integrated stochastic  inventory  control  and  supplier  selection  

models  have  been  analyzed  extensively (see the  reviews  cited  above  and  the  

references  cited  in  those  reviews),  different  delivery  structures are  not  considered  

in such  models.   Most  of the  integrated stochastic  inventory  control  and  supplier 

selection  studies  adopt  sequential  delivery  and  focus on the  economic  comparison  

of single sourcing and  order  splitting.  In this  study,  we compare  not  only single 

sourcing  to order  splitting  but  also two different delivery structures for ordering  

splitting. And, our comparison evaluates economic as well as environmental 

performance of the different ordering policies considered.  

Specifically, we formulate the retailer’s supplier selection and inventory control 

model under carbon trading regulation with the three ordering policies (it is discussed 
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that carbon taxing is a special case of carbon trading regulation). For each model, a 

solution method is developed.  Then, we compare these three ordering policies not only 

in terms of economic but also environmental aspects.   It is noted that while a retailer 

can prefer order splitting to minimize costs under carbon trading, single sourcing can be 

a more environmental alternative. Also, when the two delivery structures for order 

splitting are compared, we note that there is no pure dominance between them in terms 

of economic objectives.  This observation suggests  that sequential  ordering  can be a 

better alternative in terms  of costs compared  to sequential delivery, which, as 

aforementioned, is the delivery structure commonly assumed in integrated stochastic 

inventory   control  and  supplier  selection  models.   Furthermore, when sequential 

ordering (sequential delivery) is a better policy in terms of economic performances, 

sequential delivery (sequential ordering) can be a better policy in terms of 

environmental performance. Thus, the retailer’s preference for a delivery structure will 

depend on his/her economic as well as environmental goals.  The tools provided in this 

study enable comparing different delivery structures for multiple sourcing and single 

sourcing from both economic and environmental aspects.  Finally, we conduct a set of 

numerical studies to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed solution methods.   

Further numerical studies are presented to illustrate the effects of supplier 

characteristics on the economic and environmental performances of the ordering 

policies. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the 

inventory control models with environmental considerations.  Section 3 discusses the  

settings  of the problem  and  formulates  the mathematical models of the retailer’s  

optimization problems  under  single sourcing, sequential  ordering, and sequential  

delivery policies.  A solution method for each model is proposed in Section 4.  Section 5 

economically and environmentally compares the ordering policies.  Numerical  studies  

are presented  in Section 6 and  concluding  remarks,  summary  of contributions, and  

future  research  directions  are given in Section 7. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Sustainability has been considered in various operations and supply chain 

management settings (see, e.g., the reviews by Corbett and Kleindorfer, 2001a, b, Linton 

et al., 2007, Srivastava, 2007).  In this study, we integrate sustainability in an inventory 

control model with multiple sources of supply. In case of multiple sources of supply, the 

supplier selection models have been introduced for companies to choose the suppliers to 

build relationships with.   Supplier evaluation and selection models have been 

intensively studied in the literature. One may refer to Ho et al. (2010) for a review of 

supplier evaluation and selection studies. Generally, supplier selection models constitute 

multi-attribute decision making problems and various methods  such as data  

envelopment analysis, mathematical programming, analytic hierarchy  process, fuzzy set 

theory,  and ranking  methods  have been utilized to help companies evaluate and select 

suppliers  (Ho et al., 2010).  

With increasing sustainability concerns along supply chains, environmental 

considerations have also been considered in supplier selection models.   In particular, 

green supplier  selection  models take  into account not  only the  supplier  attributes 

considered  in the  classical  supplier  evaluation and  selection models  but  also 

environmental/sustainability attributes  of the  suppliers.   Igarashi et al.  (2013)  note 

that product- and company-related environmental attributes are mainly introduced in 

green suppliers’ selection models.  We refer the reader to Genovese et al. (2010), 

Govindan et al. (2013), and Igarashi et al. (2013) for reviews of the green supplier 

selection models.  

Our study does not consider a multi-attribute supplier selection model with 

environmental considerations. We rather consider an inventory control model with 

multiple possible source of supply under environmental regulations.  Therefore, in the 

following review, our focus is on the inventory control studies that account for 

environmental aspects of the inventory   related operations.   We distinguish such studies 

based on the demand characteristics (deterministic vs. stochastic demand), sourcing 
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characteristics (single vs. multiple supply sources), and model characteristics.   Most  of 

the  studies that  integrate environmental aspects  into  inventory   control  models  focus  

on  well-known  inventory control models such as the economic order quantity model, 

economic lot-sizing model, and single-period stochastic  demand  model,  and  their  

variations.  Furthermore,  environmental aspects  of the  inventory related  operations  

are integrated into these models through  either  modeling environmental regulations 

such  as  carbon  cap,  taxing,   trading,  and  offsetting  or  associating   direct  costs  

with  environmental pollution  generated  from  inventory   control  related  operations   

or  regarding  environmental objectives along  with  the  classical  economic  objectives.    

This  study  considers  a  stochastic   demand  continuous review inventory  control  

model with multiple  supply sources under  environmental regulations. 

Most of the deterministic inventory control models with environmental 

considerations revisit the classic Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)   model.    The  EOQ  

model  analyzes  the  trade-off  between inventory   holding  and  order  setup  costs  for  

a  product   that has  deterministic demand.    Hua  et  al. (2011), Jaber  et al. (2013), 

Arslan  and  Turkay  (2013), Chen  et al. (2013), Toptal et al. (2014), Konur and 

Schaefer (2014), Konur (2014), and He et al. (2014) study  the EOQ model and/or its 

extensions  (to additional decision variables or multi-item/multi-echelon settings) under 

carbon regulation  policies such as carbon cap, taxing,  trading, and offsetting.  Among 

these studies, only Konur and Schaefer (2014) and Konur (2014) consider multiple 

sources of supply.  In particular, while Konur and Schaefer (2014) model the EOQ 

model under four different carbon emissions regulations with less-than-truckload and 

truckload carriers, Konur (2014) considers different freight trucks for shipments under 

carbon cap regulation. On the other  hand,  Bonney and Jaber  (2011), Wahab  et al. 

(2011), Ritha  and Martin  (2012), Digiesi et al. (2012), Ritha  and Vinoline (2013), and 

Battini et al. (2014) analyze inventory  control  models similar to the EOQ model by 

directly associating  costs to the environmental pollution/carbon emissions generated 

from the inventory  control related operations. Among these studies, Digiesi et al. 

(2012) and Battini et al. (2014) consider different sources of supply by including 

different modes of transportation in their models. Finally, Bouchery et al. (2012), Chan 

et al. (2013), and Bozorgi et al. (2014) integrate environmental aspects into the EOQ 
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model and/or its extensions by considering environmental objectives in addition to the 

economic objectives and these studies consider single source of supply. 

Other than the EOQ model, the economic lot-sizing (ELS) models with 

deterministic demand have been recently analyzed with environmental considerations.  

In particular, Benjaafar et al. (2012), Absi et al. (2013), Palak et al. (2014), and 

Helmrich et al. (2015) study ELS problems under environmental regulations and, 

Mafakheri et al. (2011) and Azadnia et al. (2014) formulate a multi-objective EL with 

environmental considerations.  Among  these  studies,  while Absi et  al. (2013) and  

Palak  et  al. (2014) account for different sources of supply  by considering  different 

transportation modes, Mafakheri  et al. (2011)  and  Azadnia  et  al.  (2014)  directly  

integrate supplier  selection  decisions  with  ELS model  and assess the  supplier’s  

environmental performance  in the  selection.   Unlike these  studies,  we consider  a 

stochastic  inventory  control  model over a long planning  horizon  instead  of multi-

period deterministic demand  model.  Furthermore, we model different delivery 

structures in case of multiple sourcing. Most  of the  stochastic   inventory   control  

models  with  environmental  considerations  revisit  the classical single-period  

stochastic  demand  model,  i.e., the  Newsvendor  model.  The  Newsvendor  model 

maximizes  the  expected  profits  due to  a single order  by considering  the  costs  

associated  with  unsold items in case of overage and unmet  demand  in case of 

underage.  Song and Leng (2012), Zhang and Xu (2013), Choi (2013a,b),  Liu et al. 

(2013), Rosic and Jammernegg (2013), Hoen et al. (2014), and Arikan and  

Jammernegg (2014) study  the  Newsvendor  model and  its variations (including  dual  

sourcing  and multi-item settings) under environmental regulations.  Among these 

studies,  Hoen et al. (2014) consider different modes of transportation and  Choi 

(2013a,b),  Rosic and  Jammernegg (2013), and  Arikan  and Jammernegg (2014) 

integrate different sourcing  channels  (dual  sourcing  with  a local and  an off-shore 

supplier)  as alternative options  to order from.  

Brito and de Almeida (2012) model a multi-objective Newsvendor model with a 

single supply source, where one of the objectives is to minimize the environmental 

damage due to salvaged products in case of overage.  In a recent study,  Carrillo  et al. 
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(2014) study  environmental implications  of different retail channels (such as classical 

channels and online channels)  such that the retailer’s decision in each channel is 

defined under the settings  of the Newsvendor model.  They associate a cost value, 

which can represent the unit environmental savings or premiums, for the online 

retailing channel.  Similar to these studies, we consider multiple options for sourcing; 

however, we do consider an arbitrary number of options as the supply sources instead 

of dual sourcing.  Furthermore, we directly integrate sourcing decisions with order 

decisions instead of analyzing the ordering decisions under each source and compare 

them.  That is, the models we formulate jointly determine the optimal sourcing and 

ordering decisions under environmental regulations.   Also, we consider a continuous 

review inventory control model instead of a single-period stochastic demand model. 

To  the  best  knowledge  of the  authors,  environmental considerations are  not  

directly  integrated within continuous  review inventory  control models.  The most 

related study to ours is the one by Arikan et al. (2013).  Arikan et al. (2013) numerically 

demonstrate how the costs and carbon emissions generated change with different 

transportation modes and delivery lead times when a cost- or emissions-minimizing 

order quantity-reorder point policy is used for ordering decisions.  That is, they do not 

consider order splitting and environmental regulations.   In this  study,  we formulate  

and  analyze  a continuous  review inventory  control  model under  environmental 

regulations  and  we integrate supplier  selection  decisions in this model.  Furthermore, 

different delivery structures are considered in case of order splitting. In the next section, 

we explain the details of the settings and formulation of the models analyzed in this 

study. 
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3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

We consider a retailer’s inventory control problem for a single item which has 

stochastic demand. Let the demand per unit time for the item be a normally distributed 

random variable with mean λ and standard deviation υ. We therefore assume that the 

demand during a time period of t is normally distributed with a mean of λt and standard 

deviation of υ√𝑡 (see, e.g., Nahmias, 2009). Let 𝑓𝑡(𝑦) and 𝐹𝑡(𝑦) denote the  probability 

density  and  cumulative probability functions,  respectively,  of the  normally  

distributed random  variable  y with  mean λt  and  standard deviation υ√𝑡. Due to the 

stochastic demand, there might be shortages and be the expected number of shortages 

and let 𝑛(𝑟, 𝑡) be the expected number of shortages over a time period t when the starting 

inventory is r.  It then follows that 𝑛(𝑟, 𝑡) =  ∫ (𝑦 − 𝑟)𝑓
𝑡

∞

𝑟
(𝑦)𝑑𝑦. It is assumed that the 

inventory is continuously reviewed, i.e., the retailer knows the inventory level at any 

moment.  In case of continuous inventory  review,  a common  inventory  control  

policy adopted  is (Q, R)  model,  where  Q denotes  the order quantity and R denotes  

the re-order  point to place an order.  That is, whenever the inventory on hand is R, an 

order of Q units is placed. In the settings of the classical (Q, R) model, the retailer is 

subject to inventory holding, penalty, procurement, and order setup costs.  Let ℎ̃ denote 

the retailer’s per unit per unit time inventory holding cost. It is assumed that all of the 

shortages are backordered and there is a penalty cost  𝑝 backordered. Furthermore, let A 

be the setup cost per order.  In this study, we assume that the retailer can partially order 

his/her order quantity from a set of n suppliers, indexed by i such that i ∈  S whereS =

{1,2, … , n}, i.e., we allow order splitting. As different suppliers might have distinct 

characteristics with regards to their locations, wholesale prices, and shipment 

requirements, we define ĉi as the retailer’s unit procurement cost from supplier i. 

Furthermore in addition to the retailer’s major setup cost per order, we assume that the 

retailer is subject to fixed order setup cost âi , when an order is placed from supplier i ∈  

S.  Note that ĉi can be defined to include supplier i’s unit transportation cost in addition 

to the unit procurement cost; and, âi can include the  fixed transportation or delivery 

cost such as the truck  driver’s cost or loading/unloading charges for an order  from 

supplier  i.  Furthermore, we assume that each supplier has a shipment capacity of 

𝑤𝑖 units per order due to limited supply or the capacity of the transportation mode used 
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by supplier i.  We define 𝜏𝑖 as the delivery lead time of supplier i and it is assumed that 

different suppliers might have different lead times due to different points of origin or 

transportation modes used. 

As noted  in Section 1, there  is a significant amount of carbon  emissions 

generated  from inventory holding,  freight transportation, and  warehousing  activities.  

Similar to , Hua et al. (2011), Chen  et al. (2013),  Toptal et  al. (2014),  Konur  (2014),  

and  Konur  and  Schaefer  (2014),  we assume  that ĥ units of carbon  emissions  

generated  from holding  one unit  inventory  per  unit time  due  to  electricity  used in 

the  warehouse  for cooling/heating/lighting operations  and  Â as the  emissions 

generated  from each inventory  replenishment due to material  handling  and 

unloading/loading operations. We also consider that p̂ units of carbon emissions are 

generated from backordered shortages as the retailer might need to ship the backordered  

unit  to the customer  (see, e.g., Anderson  et al., 2012) or the customer  might need to 

re-travel  to the retailer’s  store  to pick the backordered  unit  (see, e.g., Cachon,  2014).  

A substantial amount of carbon emissions are due to freight transportation and the 

transportation emissions depend on the transportation mode selected, type of vehicles 

used, the load carried, and the shipment distance (Konur, 2014, Konur and Schaefer, 

2014). As different suppliers can use different transportation modes, or even different  

vehicle types  of the  same transportation mode (such  as different  truck  types  or rail 

cars),  we consider that each supplier’s delivery to the retailer  has different carbon  

emissions generation characteristics. In particular, we let ĉi be the carbon emissions 

generated per unit shipped and âi denote  the  fixed carbon  emissions  generated  per  

shipment  made  by supplier  i ∈  S.  For instance, âi can be considered as the carbon 

emissions generated due to the empty weight of the transportation unit (e.g., a truck) and 

ĉi is the carbon emissions generated from each additional unit loaded to the truck 

(similar parameters are also defined in Hua et al., 2011, Chen et al., 2013, Konur, 2014, 

Konur and Shaefer, 2014). 

In this study, we assume that the retailer is subject to one of the two most-

common environmental regulations:  carbon taxing and carbon trading. Under carbon 

taxing, the retailer is charged per unit of carbon emissions generated and let α denote 
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the carbon tax per unit of carbon emissions generated.  On the other hand, under carbon 

trading, the retailer is subject to a carbon cap and carbon emissions are tradable. As 

mentioned previously, if the retailer’s carbon emissions per unit time is below the 

carbon cap, the retailer can sell his/her excess carbon emissions; whereas, if the 

retailer’s carbon emissions per unit  time is above the carbon  cap, the retailer  needs to 

buy the extra  carbon  allowances.  Let β denote the carbon trading price per unit of 

carbon emissions and Φ be the carbon cap per unit time.  Similar to Hua et al., 2011 

and Toptal et al. (2014), we assume that there are sufficient demand and supply for 

carbon trading in the market; hence, the retailer can sell all of his excess carbon credits 

or buy unlimited carbon allowances.  One can note that when Φ = 0, carbon taxing and 

carbon trading regulations are identical if β = α.  Therefore, in the mathematical 

formulation and the solution analysis, we will only focus on carbon trading regulation 

as carbon taxing is the aforementioned special case of carbon trading.  

The  retailer’s  objective  is to minimize  his/her total  expected  costs per unit  

time  by determining which suppliers  to select,  how much  to ship from each supplier,  

and  when to start ordering  from the suppliers.  Let 

𝑥𝑖={
1                                        𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑,

   
 0                                                                   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒  

 

 

and x be the binary n-vector of 𝑥𝑖 values. Furthermore, let 𝑞𝑖   be the  quantity 

ordered  from supplier  i at  each replenishment  and  q denote  the  n-vector  of 𝑞𝑖   

values.  Note that if 𝑥𝑖  = 0 then  𝑞𝑖  = 0 and if 𝑥𝑖  = 1 then  𝑞𝑖  ≤ 𝑤𝑖 . As is defined 

previously, R is the re-order point. 

We assume that the supplier can use one of the three policies for order splitting 

among the selected suppliers: (i) single sourcing, (ii) sequential ordering, and (iii) 

sequential delivery.   In case of single sourcing, the retailer selects a single supplier to 

order from; hence, there is no need for order splitting. On the other hand, when multi-

sourcing is allowed, we consider two different policies for order splitting, which are 
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sequential ordering and sequential delivery.  In sequential  ordering,  the retailer  splits 

his/her order among different suppliers  sequentially  considering  their  lead times such 

that the split orders from different suppliers are received by the retailer  at the same 

time.  In sequential  delivery, the retailer  splits the  order  among  different suppliers  at  

the  same time  and  the  split  orders  from different suppliers  are received by the 

retailer  at different times due to varying  supplier  lead times.  In sequential  delivery, 

we assume  that the  next  order  will not  be placed  until  the  partial order  of the  last  

supplier  (supplier  3 in Figure  1) has been delivered.  In what follows, we 

mathematically formulate the retailer’s inventory control and supplier selection 

problem with each order splitting policy. A table summarizing the notation and possible 

metrics is noted in the Appendix.  Additional notation will be defined as needed. 
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 3.1 SINGLE SOURCING 

In the case the retailer adopts single sourcing  policy, for any selected supplier,  

the retailer’s  inventory control  policy is the  classical  (Q, R)  model  with  an  

additional upper  bound  constraint  on the  order quantity due to supply  limit.   Suppose 

that supplier i is selected to be ordered from; hence, the lead time isτi  .   Then,  the  

retailer’s  cost  function  is the  cost  function  of the  classical  (Q, R)  model.   In 

particular, assuming that only supplier i is used under  the  settings  of the  classical (Q, 

R)  model, one can derived that Cĩλ expected procurement cost per unit time and 

h̃ (R − λτi +
1

2
qi) is the expected inventory holding cost per unit  time.   Also, as the 

expected cycle length  (the  time  between  receiving two consecutive  orders from 

supplier  i) is equal to  
qi

λ
  the expected  order setup  cost per unit  time and expected 

penalty cost per unit time amount to    
(Ã+aĩ)λ

qi
     and 

p̃λn(R,τi

qi
 respectively. It then follows 

that the retailers expected cost per unit time under single sourcing as a function of the 

decision variables R, q, and x, denoted by C1(R,q,x) is                                             

𝐶1(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 [𝑐�̃�𝜆 + ℎ̃ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏𝑖 +
1

2
𝑞𝑖) +

(�̃�+𝑎�̃�)𝜆

𝑞𝑖
+

�̃�𝜆𝑛(𝑅,𝜏𝑖)

𝑞𝑖
]              (1) 

The  expected  carbon  emissions generated  from inventory  related  operations  

under  single sourcing can be defined similar to the expected  inventory  related  costs 

given in Equation (1).  Particularly, it can be shown that the  retailer’s  carbon  

emissions per unit  time  under  single sourcing  as a function  of the decision variables  

R, q, and x, denoted  by E1 (R, q, x),  reads 

  

𝐸1(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 [𝑐�̂�𝜆 + ℎ̂ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏𝑖 +
1

2
𝑞𝑖) +

(�̂�+𝑎�̂�)𝜆

𝑞𝑖
+

𝑝𝜆𝑛(𝑅,𝜏𝑖)

𝑞𝑖
]                         (2) 

Where cîλ , ĥ (R − λτi +
1

2
qi), 

(�̂�+𝑎�̂�)𝜆

qi
 and 

P̂λn(R,τi)

qi
 define the expected carbon 

emissions generated per unit time from transportation, inventory holding, order setup and 

background operation respectively, when supplier i is selected. 
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Under a carbon trading policy with carbon cap of Φ, the total amount of traded 

carbon emissions is equal to E1 (R, q, x) − Φ. Note that if E1 (R, q, x) − Φ > 0, the 

retailer is buying extra carbon allowances at a cost of β per unit; and, if E1(R, q, x) − Φ 

< 0, the retailer is selling his/her excess carbon emissions at a price of  β per unit.  The 

retailer’s optimization problem with single sourcing under carbon trading then can be 

formulated as follows: 

(P1):  min ∏ (R, q, x) = C2(R, q, x) + β(E2(R, q, x) − ϕ)
2

 

s.t 
P̂λn(R,τi

qi
0 ≤ qi ≤ xiwi            ∀ i ∈ S 

∑ xi = 1 

xi  ∈ {0,1}   ∀ i ∈ S 

R > 0. 

 

Π1(R, q, x) defines the total  expected  costs per unit  time under  single 

sourcing and the first constraint ensures that only a single supplier  is selected.  The 

second set of constraints guarantees that the retailer can only order  from the  selected  

supplier  and  the  order  quantity is less than  or equal  to the  selected supplier’s  

capacity.   The  third  set  of constraints is the  binary  definitions  of xi  values  and  the  

fourth constraint is the non-negativity of the re-order point.  Let (R1, q1, x1) denote an 

optimal solution of P1. 
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  3.2 SEQUENTIAL ORDERING 

In the case retailer adopts sequential ordering policy, the effective lead time, 

i.e., the time between the retailer starts ordering from the suppliers until the orders are 

simultaneously received, is the maximum of the lead times of the selected suppliers.  

Let τ (x) denote the effective lead time when supplier selection decision is given by x.  

It then follows that 

                           𝜏(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝜖𝑆{𝜏𝑖𝑥𝑖}                                                                     (3) 

The expected inventory level with sequential ordering is defined similar to the 

classical (Q,R) model and one can derive that ℎ̃ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏(𝑥) +
1

2
∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖𝜖𝑆 ) is the expected 

inventory holding cost per unit time. Similarly it can be argued that the expected cycle 

length is 
1

𝜆
∑ 𝑞iϵS i

  ; thus the expected procurement cost per unit time 

∑ cĩ𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞
𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

 and 
λ(Ã+∑ aĩ𝑖∈𝑆 )

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
 the expected order setup cost per unit time amount to  and 

respectively. Finally shortage can occur during the effective lead time and the expected 

number of shortages per cycle isn(R, τ(x)) it then follows that the expected penalty cost 

per unit time is equal to 
p̃λn(R,τi

∑ qiiϵS i

. These imply that the retailers expected cost per unit time 

under sequential ordering as a function of the decision variables R, q and x denoted by 

C2(R,q,x) , is 

𝐶2(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) =
𝜆 ∑ 𝑐�̃�𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+ ℎ̃ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏(𝑥) +

1

2
 ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )+

𝜆(�̃�+∑ 𝑎�̃�𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )𝜆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+

�̃�𝜆𝑛(𝑅,𝜏𝑖)

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
            (4) 

Where the first, second, third and the last terms are expected procurement. 

Inventory holding, order setup and penalty cost per unit time, respectively, such that 

τ(x) is defined in equation (3). The expected carbon generation from inventory related 

operations could be defined similar to the expected inventory related costs given in 

equation (4). Particularly it can be shown that retailers carbon emission put unit time 

under sequential ordering as function of the decision variables R, q and x denoted by 

E2(R,q,x) , reads 
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𝐸2(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) =
𝜆 ∑ 𝑐�̂�𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+ ℎ̂ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏(𝑥) +

1

2
 ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )+

𝜆(�̂�+∑ 𝑎�̂�𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )𝜆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+

𝑝𝜆𝑛(𝑅,𝜏𝑖)

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
            (5) 

Where the first, second, third and the last terms are expected procurement. 

Inventory holding, order setup and penalty cost per unit time, respectively, such that 

τ(x) is defined in equation (3). 

Similar to P1 , the retailer’s optimization problem with sequential ordering 

under carbon trading such that carbon cap is ϕand carbon trading price is β , then can 

be formulated as follows: 

(P2):  min ∏ (R, q, x) = C2(R, q, x) + β(E2(R, q, x) − ϕ)
2

 

s.t 
P̂λn(R,τi

qi
0 ≤ qi ≤ xiwi            ∀ i ∈ S 

∑ xi = 1 

xi  ∈ {0,1}   ∀ i ∈ S 

R > 0. 

Π2 (R, q, x) defines the total  expected  costs per unit  time under  sequential  

ordering  and the first set of constraints guarantees that the retailer  can only order from 

the selected suppliers and the order quantity from each selected supplier is less than  or 

equal to the supplier’s capacity.  The second set of constraints is the binary definitions 

of xi values and the third constraint is the non-negativity of the re-order point. Let (R2, 

q2, x2) denote an optimal solution of P2. 
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  3.3 SEQUENTIAL DELIVERY 

In the case the retailer adopts sequential delivery policy, we define a cycle as the 

time between receiving two consecutive orders from the same supplier; therefore, the 

expected cycle length can be defined similar to the classical (Q, R) model. That is 

expected cycle length is 
1

𝜆
∑ 𝑞iϵS i

. It then follows that the expected procurement per unit 

time is equal to  
∑ cĩ𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞
𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

    and the expected order setup cost per unit time is equal 

to 
λ(Ã+∑ aĩ𝑖∈𝑆 )

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
 . Defining the expected inventory holding cost and expected penalty cost 

per unit time, on the other hand is different than the sequential ordering policy. To do 

so, without loss of generality, let us assume that the suppliers are sorted such that        

τ1  < τ2  < . . . < τn . Given that 𝑥𝑖 = 1 for i≤ k and 𝑥𝑖 = 0 for i ≥ k+1such that k+1≤ 

n, one can show that the expected inventory held during one cycle amounts to 𝑅 +

∑ 𝑞𝑖(𝜏𝑛+1
𝑘
𝑖=1 − 𝜏𝑖) −  𝜆/2 𝜏𝑛+1

2 , which does not depend on 𝑥𝑖 values. It then can be 

concluded that the expected inventory holding cost per unit time for any x is equal to 

h(R − λ
∑ τiqii∈S

∑ qii∈S
+

1

2 ∑ qii∈S
). Notice that we will guarantee that qi = 0 if xi = 0 by 

adding constraints in formulating the retailer’s optimization problem. Now, let us focus 

on defining the expected penalty cost per unit time.  To do so, we first calculate the 

expected number of shortages within one cycle.  Shortages  can occur during  the  time 

periods from the moment orders placed until  the first order received, from the moment 

first order received until  the second  order  received,  and  so on.   Let ei be the random 

variable defining the inventory right before receiving supplier i’s order.  Furthermore, 

let us define zij = max {0, (τi − τj )/|τi − τj |}.  That is, 

 

zij = {
1           𝑖𝑓τi > τj 

0        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

Such that zii=0. Then, one can show that ei is a normally distributed random 

variable with mean 𝜇𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) = 𝑥𝑖(𝑅 + ∑ zijqj𝑖𝜖𝑆 −  λτi) and𝜎𝑖(𝑥) = 𝑥𝑖𝜗√τi. By 
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definition of ei , it follows that the expected number of shortages right after the moment 

the previous supplier’s order received until right before the moment supplier I’s order 

received is 𝑛𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) = − ∫ ei
0

−∞
𝑓𝑖(ei)dei , where 𝑓𝑖(ei) is the normal density 

function with mean 𝜇𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) and standard deviation 𝜎𝑖(𝑥). It then follows that  

𝑛𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) =  −𝜇𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) + 𝜎𝑖(𝑥)𝐿 (−
𝜇𝑖(𝑅,𝑞,𝑥)

𝜎𝑖(𝑥)
),                                                        

(6) 

Where L(z)  is the  standard loss function.   That is, the expected  number  of 

total  shortages  within  one replenishment cycle is∑ 𝑛𝑖(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥)𝑖∈𝑆 . 

The above discussion leads that the retailer’s expected cost per unit time with 

sequential delivery as a function of the decision variables R, q, and x, denoted 

by𝐶3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥),is 

 

𝐶3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) =
𝜆 ∑ 𝑐�̃�𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+ ℎ̃ (𝑅 − λ

∑ τiqii∈S

∑ qii∈S
+

1

2
 ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )+

𝜆(�̃�+∑ 𝑎�̃�𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+

�̃�𝜆𝑛𝑖(𝑅,𝑞,𝑥)

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
      

(7) 

Where the first, second, third,  and the last terms are the expected procurement, 

inventory  holding, order setup,  and penalty  cost per unit  time, respectively,  such that 

ni (R, q, x) is defined in Equation (6).The expected  carbon  emissions generated  from 

inventory  related  operations  can be defined similar to the  expected  inventory  related  

costs given in Equation (7).  Particularly, it can be shown that the retailer’s expected 

carbon emissions per unit with sequential delivery as a function of the decision 

variables R, q, and x denoted by 

𝐸3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) =
𝜆 ∑ 𝑐�̂�𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+ ℎ̂ (𝑅 − λ

∑ τiqii∈S

∑ qii∈S
+

1

2
 ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )+

𝜆(�̂�+∑ 𝑎�̂�𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝑆 )

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
+

𝑝𝜆𝑛𝑖(𝑅,𝑞,𝑥)

∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖∈𝑆
      

(8) 

Where the first, second, third,  and the last terms  are the expected  carbon  

emissions generated  per unit time  from  transportation, inventory  holding,  order  
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setup,  and  backordering  operations, respectively, such that ni (R, q, x) is defined in 

Equation (6).  

Similar to P2, the  retailer’s  optimization problem  with  sequential  delivery  

under  carbon  trading, such that carbon  cap is Φ and carbon  trading  price is β, can be 

formulated as follows: 

(P3):  min 𝐹3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) = 𝐶3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) + β(E3(R, q, x) − ϕ) 

s.t 0 ≤ qi ≤ xiwi            ∀ i ∈ S 

xi  ∈ {0,1}   ∀ i ∈ S 

R > 0. 

 

 𝐹3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥) defines the total expected costs per unit time under sequential 

delivery.  The constraints are defined similar to P2. Let (R3, q3, x3) denote an optimal 

solution of P3. 
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4. SOLUTION ANALYSIS 

In this section, we analyze models P1, P2, and P3, and propose a solution method 

for each model. We note that each model has different settings; hence, we analyze 

underlying characteristics of the models and develop solution methods accordingly.  Prior 

to the analysis of each model, we next note a strain forward property of the optimal 

solutions of models P1, P2 and P3. 

Property 1 .q<0   ,1 xif   1,2,3,=jfor    ),,(RFor    i

i

j

i

j

jjj wthenxq   

Property  1 states  that the  retailer  will order  a  positive  amount  from  each  

selected  supplier  in optimal  solutions  of P1, P2, and P3. This is intuitive as the retailer 

will neither pay extra setup costs nor generate unnecessary carbon emission unless the 

order quantity from a selected supplier is positive. In the reminder of this section, let 

𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐�̃� + 𝛽𝑐�̂�, 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐�̃� + 𝛽𝑐�̂�, ℎ = ℎ̃ + 𝛽ℎ̂, 𝐴 = �̃� + 𝛽�̂� 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎�̃� + 𝛽𝑎�̂� , and 𝑝 = 𝑝 + 𝛽�̂�. 

 

4.1 SOLUTION OF SINGLE SOURCING 

Suppose that the retailer order from supplier I, i.e., 1ix  and i;j   0 jx  

hence ii wq 0  and i;j   0 jq . In this case, the retailer’s total expected cost per 

unit time under carbon trading is equal 

.
),()(

)
2

1
(),( 


 




i

i

i

i

iiiii
q

Rnp

q

aA
qRhcqR  

Therefore given 1ix  and i;j   0 jx  P1 reduce to 

(P1- i) :    min   p i (R,qi )

                 s.t      0 £ qi £ wi

                           R>0.  

Let ),( **

ii qR  be the optimum solution of P1-I. Note that   is a constant; thus, 

),( ii qR  is the expected cost function of the classical (Q,R) model. Let  ),( )()( ii qR  be a 

minimizer of ),( ii qR . An efficient heuristic method commonly used to approximate the 
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minimizer of ),( ii qR  is the iterative method proposed by Hadley and Whitin (1963). 

Particularly, Hadley and Whitin (1963) method, starting with the EOQ formula for iq , 

iteratively solves the following first order conditions of equation (9) until two 

consecutive R and 
qivalues are close to each other within a specified value. 

 

qi =
2l A+ ai + pn(R,t i )[ ]

h

1-Ft i
(R) =

qih

pl
.

 

This method is an heuristic approach as the convexity of ),( ii qR  is conditional 

(see, e.g., Brooks and Lu, 1969); however in most cases, Hadley and Whitin (1963) 

method is able to find the minimizer of ),( ii qR  (see, e.g., XXX). Therefore in our 

analysis we accept the output of Hadley and Whitin (1963) method as (R(i),q(i)). 

Note that if  
q(i) £wi  then

(Ri
*,qi

*) = (R(i),q(i))
; on the other hand (R(i),q(i)) is not 

feasible for P1-I if 
q(i) >wi . P1-I is a nonlinear programming model and interior point 

method (IPM) is a common method used to solve such models ( see, e.g, Forsgren et.al., 

2002). Nevertheless we utilize the Hadley and Whitin(1963) method in solving P1-I as 

detailed in the following algorithm. 

 

Algorithm1 solving P1-i 

1. Determine (R
(i),q(i)) using Hadley and Whitin (1963) method. 

2. If i

i wq )( , let i

i wq )(  and calculate )(iR  using equation (11). 

3. Return ),(),( )()(** ii

ii qRqR  . 

 

Upon comparing algorithm 1 to IPM through a numerical study we observe that 

algorithm 1 finds the same solution with IPM and requires less computational time. The 
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details of the numerical compression can be seen in section 5. Therefore we use 

algorithm 1 to find ),( **

ii qR . Once ),( **

ii qR  is found for each supplier i, ),,( 111 xqR  can 

be easily determined. Particularly let  .),((argmin **1

iiiSi qRj  then
R1 = Rj1

*

, 
q j1

1 = q j1
*

 

and 11 ji    0 iq  and 1
1
jx  and .ji   1 11

ix  

 

 4.2. SOLUTION OF SEQUENTIAL ORDERING 

 In this section we first analyze the retailers order quantity decision given the 

supplier selection decisions. Then using the order quantity analysis, we develop a local 

search method to find the supplier selection decisions. Given x, let (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗)denote a 

minimizer of 𝛱2(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥|𝑥) subject to 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆. One can use IPM to 

determine(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗). However, in what follows, we use the properties of (𝑅2, 𝑞2, 𝑥2) in 

determining (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗) and then, develop a local search heuristic to find the retailer’s 

supplier selection decision.  

Now, suppose that the supplier selection decisions are known, i.e., x is given. Let 

S(x) and 𝑆̅(𝑥) denote the set of selected and unselected suppliers, respectively, as 

indicated by x. That is, if𝑥𝑖 = 1, then𝑖 ∈ 𝑆(𝑥); else, 𝑖 ∈  𝑆̅(𝑥)(note that𝑆 = 𝑆(𝑥) ∪ 𝑆̅(𝑥)). 

Furthermore, let us define𝑗𝑥2
= 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥){𝑐𝑖}, i.e., 𝑗𝑥2

is the supplier with the 

maximum per unit purchase cost among the selected suppliers indicated by x. Next, we 

characterize an important property of (𝑅2, 𝑞2, 𝑥2). 

Property 2 𝑞𝑖
2 = 0 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑆̅(𝑥2) − {𝑗𝑥2

}, and 0 < 𝑞
𝑗𝑥2
2 < 𝑤

𝑗𝑥2 . 

Let𝑄2 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖
2, 𝑖. 𝑒. ,𝑖∈𝑆   𝑄2 is the total order quantity in the optimal solution of P2. 

Property 2 implies that ∑ 𝑤𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) 𝑤
𝑗𝑥2 < 𝑄2 < ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2)   Particularly, once 𝑥2 and 

𝑄2 are known, one can determine 𝑞2 using Property 2. It further follows from Property 2 

that, given𝑥 = 𝑥2, the retailer’s total expected costs per unit time under carbon trading is 

equal to 
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𝑔𝑥(𝑅, 𝑄) = 𝑐𝑗𝑥𝜆 + ℎ (𝑅 − 𝜆𝜏(𝑥) +
1

2𝑄
) + 𝜆(∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐

𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 +

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖)𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) /𝑄  + 𝑝𝜆𝑛(𝑅, 𝜏(𝑥))/𝑄 − 𝛽ϕ                                                                                        

(12) 

Therefore, assuming that 𝑥 = 𝑥2, P2 reduces to 

 

(P2-x): min 𝑔𝑥(R,Q) 

𝑠. 𝑡. ∑ 𝑤𝑖 − 
𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2)

𝑤
𝑗𝑥2 < 𝑄2 < ∑ 𝑤𝑖 

𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2)
    

R > 0. 

 Let (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗) be an optimal solution of P2-x. One can notice that 𝑔𝑥(𝑅, 𝑄) is 

defined similar to 𝜋𝑥𝑖(𝑅𝑖, 𝑞𝑖) when ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0.𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  Note 

that the conditional joint convexity of the expected cost function of the (Q,R) model 

assumes the order setup cost to be non-negative. Specifically, for non-negative order 

setup cost, the expected cost function of the (Q,R)model is convex in Q for a given R, 

convex in R for a given Q, and jointly convex in Q and R given that R is greater than or 

equal to the expected lead time demand (i.e., safety stock is non-negative). Therefore 

Hadley and Whitin (1963) method can be used to determine a minimizer of 𝑔𝑥(𝑅, 𝑄), 

denoted by (𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)), when ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0.𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  Similar to 

Equations (10) and (11), the first order conditions od equations 12 read as follows: 

 

 

 

𝑄 = √2𝜆 [∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 + 𝑝𝑛(𝑅, 𝜏(𝑥)) 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) ] /ℎ          (13) 

1 − 𝐹𝜏(𝑥)
(𝑅) =

𝑄ℎ

𝑝𝜆
.                                                                                               (14) 
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Let ( 𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)) be defined as the output of Hadley and Whitin (1963) method 

when ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0.𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  If ∑ 𝑤𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) 𝑤

𝑗𝑥2 < 𝑄2 <

∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) , 

(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗) = ( 𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)). On the other hand, ( 𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)) can be feasible for P2-x in 

two cases: (i) 𝑄(𝑥) < ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥  and (ii) if 𝑄(𝑥) > ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) . Similar to 

Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, stated below, first utilizes the Hadley and Whitin (1963) in to 

find (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗) when ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0.𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  For the cases when 

∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 < 0,𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  Algorithm 2 uses IPM to determine 

(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗). 

Algorithm2 Solving P2-x: 

1. If ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  

2. Determine ( 𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)) using Hadley and Whitin (1963) method. 

3. If 𝑄(𝑥) < ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥  , let 𝑄(𝑥) = 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑄 ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥  and 

calculate 𝑅(𝑥) using equation (14). 

4. if 𝑄(𝑥) >, 𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝑄(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) and calculate 𝑅(𝑥) using equation 

(14). 

5. Return(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗)= ( 𝑅(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑥)). 

6. If ∑ (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑐
𝑗𝑥2 )𝑤𝑖 + 𝐴 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑥𝑖 < 0 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥)  

7. Return (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗) using IPM. 

  Upon comparing Algorithm 2 to IPM through a numerical study, we observe that 

Algorithm 2 finds the same solutions with IPM and requires less computational time.  

The details of the numerical comparison can be seen in section6. Therefore, we use 

Algorithm 2 to find(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗). Then, one can use Property 2 to determine(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗). 

Particularly, given x and𝑄𝑥
2∗, let 𝑞𝑥

2∗= 0∀𝑖 ∈ �̅�(𝑥), 𝑞𝑖
∗(x) =𝑤𝑖  ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑠(𝑥) − {𝑗𝑥} , and 

𝑞𝑗𝑥
∗ (𝑥) = 𝑄𝑥

2∗ − ∑ 𝑤𝑖 − 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥) 𝑤𝑗𝑥 . Then 𝑞𝑥
2∗ = [𝑞1

∗(𝑥), 𝑞2
∗(𝑥), … , 𝑞𝑛

∗ (𝑥)]. 

Once (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗) is determined for all possible binary x vectors, 𝑥2 can be 

determined by comparing 𝛱2(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗, 𝑥) values. However, there are 2𝑛 − 1 binary x 

vectors; hence, total enumeration can be computationally cumbersome. Therefore, we 
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next develop a local search heuristic to find a good selection vector. Prior to the details of 

the local search heuristic, we note another property of𝑥2.  

Property 3  if 𝑄𝑥
2∗ = 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑄(∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥), then𝑥 ≠ 𝑥2. 

Property 3 eliminates  those binary x vectors where Qx
2∗ converges to the lowest 

cumulative capacity of the selected suppliers from the search of x2.  The local search 

heuristic that we explain next, therefore, disregards such vectors. 

The local search heuristic method for solving P2 works as follows. Suppose that 

x is given. First, using Algorithm 2, we determine (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗). If 

𝑄𝑥
2∗ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥 + 𝜖, where 𝜖 is a very small number, we let𝛱2(𝑅𝑥

2∗, 𝑞𝑥
2∗, 𝑥) ≈

∞ since x cannot be optimum for P2 in this case based on Property 3. Else using 

Property 2 we determine 𝑞𝑥
2∗ and calculate𝛱2(𝑅𝑥

2∗, 𝑞𝑥
2∗, 𝑥). After that we seek the best 

neighbor of x, where a neighbor of x is another binary n vectors that differs from x with 

a single entry. Particularly, x has n neighbors and we define the 𝑖𝑡ℎ neighbor of x, 

denoted by 𝑥 [𝑖] by letting 𝑥𝑖
[𝑖]

= 1 if 𝑥𝑖 = 0 otherwise, and 𝑥𝑗
[𝑗]

= 𝑥𝑗 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑠 − {𝑖}. 

Similar to the calculation of  𝛱2(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗, 𝑥)we calculate 𝛱2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖]) for each i 

using Algorithm 2 and Properties 2 and 3. If the best neighbor of x is worse than x, i.e., 

if 𝛱2(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗, 𝑥) ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝐹2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])} x defines a local optimum and we stop 

the search. On the other hand, if 𝛱2(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗, 𝑥) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝐹2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])}, we 

define a new x, such that 𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑖{𝐹2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])} and continuo the local 

search process. Now let �̅� be the local optimum reached via the local search when the 

local search starts with x. we repeat the local search starting with m different x vectors 

to avoid returning a bad quality local optimum. The best local optimum returned is 

accepted as the solution of P2. Algorithm 3 states this local search heuristic with 

multiple starting solutions. 
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Algorithm 3 solving P2 

0. Let 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, … , 𝑥 𝑚be m given starting x vectors. 

1. For 𝑙 = 1: 𝑚 

2.   Let 𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑙 

3. Calculate (𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑄𝑥

2∗) using Algorithm 2 

4. If 𝑄𝑥
2∗ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥2) – 𝑤𝑗𝑥 + 𝜖, 𝛱2(𝑅𝑥

2∗, 𝑞𝑥
2∗, 𝑥) ≈ ∞ 

5. Else, determine 𝑞𝑥
2∗ using Property 2 and calculate 𝛱2(𝑅𝑥

2∗, 𝑞𝑥
2∗, 𝑥) 

6. For 𝑖 = 1: 𝑛 

7. Let   𝑥 [𝑖] = 𝑥 and 𝑥𝑖
[𝑖]

= 1 if 𝑥𝑖 = 0 and 𝑥𝑖
[𝑖]

= 0 𝑥𝑖 = 1  

8. Calculate (𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑄

𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ ) using Algorithm 2 

9. If 𝑄
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑖∈𝑆(𝑥 [𝑖]) – 𝑤

𝑗𝑥 [𝑖] + 𝜖, 𝛱2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖]) ≈ ∞ 

10. Else, determine 𝑞
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗  using Property 2 and calculate 

𝛱2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖]) 

11. End 

12. If𝛱2(𝑅𝑥
2∗, 𝑞𝑥

2∗, 𝑥) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝛱2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])},𝑥 =

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑖{𝛱2(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
2∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])} and go to 3. 

13. Else 𝑥 𝑙 = 𝑥 

14. End 

15. Return  (𝑅2, 𝑞2, 𝑥2) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝛱2(𝑅
�̅� 𝑙
2∗ , 𝑞

�̅� 𝑙
2∗ , �̅� 𝑙)} 

 

 

       4.3 SOLUTION OF SEQUENTIAL DELIVERY 

In this section, we propose an algorithm similar to Algorithm 3 to solve 

Model P3. However, due to the definition of the expected number of shortages in 

each shortage period, determining re-order point and order quantities from the 

selected suppliers is more complex. Particularly, given x let (𝑅𝑥
3∗, 𝑞𝑥

3∗) denote a 

minimizer of 𝛱3(𝑅, 𝑞, 𝑥|𝑥) subject to 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑤𝑖  ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑠. We use IPM to determine 

(𝑅𝑥
3∗, 𝑞𝑥

3∗) for a given x. then, similar to Algorithm 3, a local search is used to find 
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the selected suppliers. Algorithm 4 states this local search heuristic with multiple 

starting solutions, where IPM is used for solving the subproblems. 

Algorithm 4 solving P3 

0. Let 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, … , 𝑥 𝑚be m given starting x vectors. 

1. For 𝑙 = 1: 𝑚 

2.   Let 𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑙 

3. Determine (𝑅𝑥
3∗, 𝑞𝑥

3∗) using IPM 

4. For 𝑖 = 1: 𝑛 

5. Let   𝑥 [𝑖] = 𝑥 and 𝑥𝑖
[𝑖]

= 1 if 𝑥𝑖 = 0 and 𝑥𝑖
[𝑖]

= 0 𝑥𝑖 = 1  

6. Determine (𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ , 𝑄

𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ ) using IPM 

7. End 

8. If𝛱3(𝑅𝑥
3∗, 𝑞𝑥

3∗, 𝑥) > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝛱3(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])},𝑥 =

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑖{𝛱3(𝑅
𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ , 𝑞

𝑥 [𝑖]
3∗ , 𝑥 [𝑖])} and go to 3. 

9. Else 𝑥 𝑙 = 𝑥 

10. End 

11. Return  (𝑅3, 𝑞3, 𝑥3) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖{𝛱3(𝑅
�̅� 𝑙
3∗ , 𝑞

�̅� 𝑙
3∗ , �̅� 𝑙)} 
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5. COMPARISONS OF THE ORDERING POLICIES 

In this section, our focus is to discuss how the three ordering policies modeled 

compare to each other in terms of not only expected total costs but also expected carbon 

emissions per unit time. In particular, while environmental regulations are becoming 

more common worldwide, there are still many countries that do not have nationally 

legislated environmental regulations. For instance, there is no federal environmental 

regulation in the U.S. However, environmental regulations are not the only motivation for 

ompanies to green their operations. As it discussed in surveys by Loebich et.al. (2011) 

and Kiron et.al. (2012), recent motivation for companies become greener is rather to stay 

competitive in the market considering the increasing awareness of consumers on 

environment and/or brand image. Therefore, we next compare the three ordering policies 

in terms of not only expected total cost per unit time after carbon trading (P j (R j,q j, x j ) , 

denoted as P j
and the expected costs per unit time (C j (R j,q j, x j ), denoted as C j )but 

also expected carbon emission per unit time (E j (R j,q j, x j ), denoted as E j
)where 

j =1,2,3defines single sourcing (SS), sequential ordering (SO), and sequential delivery 

(SD), respectively. 

Based on the comparison of the total expected costs per unit time after carbon 

trading (i.e., the expected costs per unit time plus the expected costs due to buying carbon 

allowances or minus the expected revenues due to selling excess carbon emission), one 

can note that    P1 ³ P2
and P1 ³ P3

 . This simply follows from the fact that the optimal 

solution of model P1 is a feasible solution for model P2 and P3 for any given setting. 

Therefore, under carbon trading policy, the retailer will not prefer single sourcing unless 

other criteria are regarded. Furthermore, it can be noticed that when 

xi
1

iÎS
å = xi

2

iÎS
å = xi

3

iÎS
å =1 , i.e., the retailer chooses to order from a single supplier 

even f order splitting is allowed P1 = P2 = P3
 ,. Nevertheless, if C j and E j

are also 

considered in comparing single sourcing to sequential ordering and sequential delivery, 

the following cases are possible: 
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                        SS vs. SO                                      SS vs. SD 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

P1 > P2
 P1 > P2

 P1 > P2
 P1 > P3

 P1 > P3
 P1 > P3

 

C1 >C2
 C1 >C2

 C1 <C2
 C1 >C3

 C1 >C3
 C1 <C3

 

E1 > E2
 E1 < E2

 E1 > E2
 E1 > E3

 E1 < E3
 E1 > E3

 

 

Specially, in cases 1 and 3, sequential ordering not only reduces expected costs 

after carbon trading but also expected carbon emission compared to single sourcing. 

Similarly, in case 4 and 6, sequential delivery not only reduces expected costs after 

carbon trading but also expected carbon emission compared to single sourcing. That is, 

multiple sourcing can result in cheaper as well as greener inventory control for a 

company. On the other hand, in case 2 and 5, while the retailer would prefer sequential 

ordering and sequential delivery, respectively based on the expected costs after carbon 

trading, expected carbon emission are lower with single sourcing. The insights of these 

cases are as follows. In absence of carbon trading, if the retailer tries to minimize not 

only expected costs but also carbon emission (i.e., a multi-objective inventory control 

model similar to the one given in Bouchery et.al., 2012 is used by the retailer), depending 

on the retailors cost and emission targets, the retailer can prefer SS over SO and SS over 

SD or vice versa. 

On the other hand, when the two delivery structures in case of order splitting are 

compared in terms of total expected costs per unit time after carbon trading, one cannot 

guarantee that the retailer will prefer one policy over the other for any given setting. That 

is, it is the both possible to have ),,(),,( 33332222 xqRxqR  and 

),,(),,( 33332222 xqRxqR   depending on demand, retailer, and suppliers 

characteristics as well as regulation parameters. This then implies that, under carbon 

trading, sequential ordering can be a better policy compared to sequential delivery, which 

is the delivery structure generally assumed in the integrated stochastic inventory control 

and supplier selection models. We note that this result readily applies for the case when 

the retailer does not operate under any environmental regulation (i.e., when b = 0  ); 
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hence, considering sequential ordering as an alternative to sequential delivery can result 

in substantial cost savings for a retailer. Nevertheless, if C j and E j
are also considered in 

comparing sequential ordering to sequential delivery, the following case are possible: 

 

                          SO vs. SD                                               SD vs. SO   

Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10 Case 11 Case 12 

P2 < P3
 P2 < P3

 P2 < P3
 P3 < P2

 P3 < P2
 P3 < P2

 

C2 <C3 C2 <C3 C2 >C3 C3 <C2  C3 <C2  C3 >C2  

E2 < E3
 E2 > E3

 E2 < E3
 E3 < E2

 E3 > E2
 E3 < E2

 

 

 

In case 7 and 9, sequential ordering not only reduces costs after carbon trading but 

also expected carbon emission compared to sequential delivery. Similarly, in case 10 and 

12, sequential delivery not only reduce1s` expected costs after carbon trading but also 

expected carbon emissions compared to sequential ordering. That is, by considering 

different delivery structures in case of order splitting, the retailer can lower his/her costs 

as well as carbon emissions. On the other hand, in case 8, while the retailer would prefer 

sequential ordering over sequential delivery based on the expected costs after carbon 

trading, expected carbon emission are lower with sequential delivery. Similarly, in case 

11, while the retailer would prefer sequential delivery over sequential ordering based on 

the expected costs after carbon trading, expected carbon emissions are lower with 

sequential ordering. Those observations suggest that, in case there is no environmental 

regulation in place, the retailers preference for delivery structure depends on the retailers 

cost and emission targets. 
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6. NUMERICAL STUDIES 

This section focus on the two sets of numerical studies: (i) efficiency of the 

algorithms proposed and (ii) effects of the changes in supplier capacities and supplier 

lead times on the retailers expected costs, carbon emissions, and total costs. We do not 

evaluate how the changes in the carbon trading price and carbon cap will affect the 

retailers expected costs and carbon emissions per unit time one can easily discuss 21that 

the models presented in this study will imply observations similar to the ones given for 

the  EOQ model in Hua et.al. (2011) and Chen et.al. (2013). Our focus is rather on the 

effects of multiple sourcing and delivery structures. The tools provided in this study can 

be used for analyzing the effects of regulation parameters as well as the retailer 

parameters such as inventory related costs and emissions and demand characteristics. 

All of the algorithms are coded in Matlab2014a and the problem instances solved 

using a personal computer with 8GB RAM and 3.30GHz processor. The tables referred in 

this section are given in the Appendix. In the following analysis we assume that the 

retailer operates under a carbon trading regulation with carbon trading price and 

carbon cap. Unless stated otherwise, the following values are used for the 

other problem parameters to generate problem instances (similar values are used for 

inventory control models with environmental considerations, see, e.g., Hua et al., 2011, 

Chen et al., 2013, Toptal et al., 2014, Konur, 2014, and Konur and Schaefer, 

2014):Retailer parameters: the retailers demand per unit time (year) is normally 

distributed with mean and standard deviation and it assumed 

b]  U[a, whereU[25,50],Â ],100,50[
~

],1,5.0[ˆ],4,2[
~

 andUAUhUh defines a 

continuous uniform distribution within the range [a, b]. Supplier parameters: Given 

suppliers,

it is assumed that  is rounded to the nearest multiplier of 10 for practical purposes. 

 

 

b = 0.1

F = 20,000

l =10,000 u =1,000
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6.1 EFFICIENCY OF THE ALGORITHMS 

Recall that algorithms 1 and 2 are stated as alternatives to IPM for solving 

problems P1-I and P2-x, respectively, which are the subproblems analyzed in models P1 

and P2. We, therefore, first compare algorithms 1 and 2 to IPM. 

To compare algorithm 1 to IPM, for each }15,12,9,6,3{n   , we randomly 

generate 10 problem instances and solve each problem instance n times, one with each 

n for Ri
*,qi

*and  p x(Rx
*,qx

*)
supplier as the single source of supply, using both methods. 

Table 1 documents the averages over all problems solved with each values along with the 

computational times in seconds (denoted as CPU). As can be seen in table 1, algorithm 1 

and IPM find the same solution for all problem instances solved. Furthermore, algorithm 

1 is more efficient computationally. Thus, we use algorithm 1 to solve the retailers 

ordering decisions for a given supplier in case of single sourcing. 

To compare algorithm 2 to IPM, for each n = {3,6,9,12,15} , we randomly 

generate 10 problem instances and solve each problem instance with n randomly 

generated n-binary x vectors. Similar to table 1, table 2 documents the average over all 

problems solved with each 
Rx

2*,Qx
2*and  gx(Rx

2*,Qx
2*)

values along with the computational 

times in seconds. One can observe from table 2 that algorithm 2 to IPM find the same 

solutions for  all the problem instances solved and algorithm 2 requires less than half of 

the solution time required by IPM on average. Therefore, we used algorithm 2 then 

property 2 to determine the retailers ordering decision for given supplier selections in 

case of sequential ordering. 

Recall that algorithm 3 and 4 are local search heuristic methods proposed for 

models P2 and P3 respectively (for model P1, we solve each of the n options with 

algorithm 1). Total enumeration, where each of the possible binary n-vector is evaluated, 

can be used as an alternative method to algorithms 3 and 4 for solving problems P2 and 

P3. Therefore, we compare algorithms 3 and 4 for solving problems P2 and P3. 

Therefore, we compare algorithms 3 and 4 to total enumeration. 
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To compare algorithm 3 to total enumeration, for each }15,12,9,6,3{n   , we 

randomly generate 10 problem instances and solve each problem instance using both 

methods. Table 3 documents the averages over all problems solved with each n 


si

ixn 2for  for (i.e., number of select suppliers with sequential ordering), 
si

iq 2

),,(  , 22222 xqRandR   (denoted as 2 ) values along with the computational times in 

seconds. It can be seen in table 3 that algorithm 3 is able to find the optimal solution in all 

of the problem instances solved. Furthermore, while Algorithm 3 requires less than a 

second to solve the problem instances, total enumeration requires more than 800 seconds 

on average. That is, algorithm 3 can find the optimal solutions very efficiently. 

Therefore, in analysis (ii), we use algorithm 3 to solve model P2. 

To compare algorithm 4 to total enumeration, for each n = {3,6,9,12,15}We 

randomly generate 10 problem instances and solve each problem instance using both 

methods. Similar to table 3, table 4 documents the average over all problems solved with 

each 
si

ixn 3for  (i.e., number of selected suppliers with sequential delivery), 
si

iq 3  (i.e., 

the total order quantity with sequential delivery), R
3,and   P3(R3,q3, x3)(denoted as P3

) 

values along with the computational times in seconds. One can observe that algorithm 4 

finds the same solutions with total enumeration. Furthermore, while for smaller n values 

(when n=3 and n-6) algorithm 4 takes longer time to solve the problem instances on 

average (specifically, due to evaluating same x vectors more than once), for larger n 

values, total enumeration requires longer computational times on average. In particular, 

for n=12 and n=15, algorithm 4 is drastically more efficient in terms of computation 

times compared to total enumeration. Based on these observations, in analysis (ii), we use 

algorithm 4 to solve model P3 instead of total enumeration. 
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6.2 EFFECTS OF SUPPLIERS 

In this section, we numerically analyze how the multiple sourcing affects their 

retailers inventory control and supplier selection decisions as well as his/her expected 

costs, carbon emissions, and total costs per unit time with carbon trading under each of 

the ordering policies considered. Specifically, we focus on illustrating the changes in the 

number of selected suppliers, the total order quantity, and the re-order point (R
j
 ) as well 

as the expected costs per unit time ( (C j (R j,q j, x j ), denoted as C
j
),expected carbon 

emission per unit time ( (E j (R j,q j, x j ) , denoted as E
j
 )and expected total cost per unit 

time after carbon trading ( (P j (R j,q j, x j )denoted as P j
) as the supplier capacities (

wi ) 

and lead times ( i ) increase for j =1,2,3 . Note that under single sourcing 11 Si ix in 

all of the problem instances solved. 

To analyze the effect of supplier capacities, with each n={3,6,9}, we randomly 

generate 10 problem instances with the range given for 
wivalues in table 5 and 6. Table 5 

documents the averages overall 30 problem instances solved with each 
wi range for

Si

j

ix , Si

j

iq  , and R
j
  for 3,2,1j . Similarly table 6 documents the average over all 

30 problem instances solved within each
wi  range for C

j
,E

j
 and Õ j

for j =1,2,3. We 

have the following observations based on table 5 and 6. 

• As expected and can observed in Table 5, the number of selected suppliers 

(except with single sourcing) and the re-order point tend to decrease while the total order 

quantity tends to increase with an increase in the suppliers’ capacities with any ordering 

policy. Particularly, the retailer will prefer to use fewer suppliers in case the suppliers’ 

capacities are larger. Furthermore, since the suppliers have larger capacities, the retailer 

can increase his/her order quantity while avoiding the extra setup costs and carbon 

emissions (it is even possible to decrease setup costs and carbon emissions while the 

order quantity increases as the retailer might prefer fewer suppliers with larger 

cumulative capacity). This increase in the order quantities, in turn, leads to lower re-order 
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points. We note that the retailer will not continuously increase his/her order quantity with 

increasing supplier capacities since it will not be costly justifiable to order more than 

needed. 

• As can be observed in Table 6, with any ordering policy, the retailer’s expected 

costs, carbon emissions, and total costs per unit time after carbon trading decrease with 

an increase in the suppliers’ capacities. These observations are expected since an increase 

in the supplier capacities without an increase in the supplier setup costs and carbon 

emissions imply cheaper and cleaner transportation capacity; hence, both expected costs 

and carbon emissions per unit time decrease. This then leads to decreased total expected 

costs per unit time after carbon trading. 

To analyze the effects of supplier lead times, with each n={3,6,9}, we randomly 

generate 10 problem instances with the ranges given for 
t ivalues in tables 7 and 8. Table 

7 documents the averages over all 30 problem instances solved within each 
t i range for

xi
j

iÎS
å

, 
qi
j

iÎS
å

, and R
j
  for j =1,2,3 . Similarly table 8 documents the averages over 

all 30 problem instances solved within each range for each
t i  range for C

j
,E

j
 and Õ j

for j =1,2,3. We have the following observations based on table 7 and 8. 

• As expected and can observed in Table 7, the retailer’s re-order 

point increases while the number of selected suppliers (except single sourcing) 

and the total order quantity do not follow an increasing or decreasing pattern as 

the suppliers’ lead times increase with any ordering policy.  

As can be seen in Table 8, the retailer’s expected costs, carbon emissions, and 

total costs after carbon trading per unit time show neither an increasing nor a decreasing 

trend with increased supplier lead times on average with any ordering policy. This 

follows from the fact that by increasing his/her re-order point, and selecting suppliers and 

order quantities accordingly, the retailer can avoid the drawbacks of longer lead times. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper studies an integrated stochastic inventory control and supplier 

selection model under environmental regulations. In particular, we formulate and analyze 

a continuous review inventory control model under carbon trading regulation with three 

ordering policies: single sourcing, sequential ordering, and sequential delivery. A 

solution method is discussed for each policy. A comparison of these policies  

In terms of their economic and environmental performances is provided. A set of 

numerical studies is conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of the solution methods 

proposed. Further numerical studies illustrate the effects of supplier capacities and lead 

times on the retailer’s ordering and supplier selection decisions as well as costs and 

carbon emissions. 

The following results are documented. In case the retailer solely has economic 

objectives, preferring multiple sourcing instead of single sourcing will reduce the total 

expected costs after carbon trading. Furthermore, it is also possible that multiple sourcing 

will reduce expected carbon emissions. However, it might be the case that expected 

carbon emissions are lower with single sourcing; therefore, in case the retailer has 

economic as well as environmental objectives, single sourcing can be preferred over 

multiple sourcing depending on the retailer’s economic and environmental targets. 

Furthermore, in case the retailer solely has economic objectives, any of the delivery 

structures considered for order splitting can be preferred depending on the settings. It is 

possible that sequential ordering (sequential delivery) reduces not only expected costs but 

also carbon emissions compared to sequential delivery (sequential ordering). 

Nevertheless, it might be the case that while one delivery structure outperforms the other 

economically, it can be outperformed by the other environmentally. 

The contributions of this study are as follows. An integrated continuous review 

inventory control and supplier selection model is analyzed under environmental 

regulations with three ordering policies. We economically and environmentally compare 

single sourcing to multiple sourcing and, sequential ordering to sequential delivery. Even 
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without environmental aspects of the models considered, it is a contribution of this study 

that sequential ordering is discussed to be a potentially better delivery structure. The 

models enable numerical analysis of the supplier capacities and delivery lead times on a 

retailer’s ordering decisions, supplier selection decisions, expected costs, and expected 

carbon emissions with each ordering policy. 

Future research directions include considering similar models with stochastic 

delivery lead times and analyze the effects of the variability of the lead times 

economically and environmentally. Furthermore, the literature review reveals that there 

are a limited number of studies that investigate multi-item inventory control systems with 

environmental considerations. Economic and environmental analyses of multi-item 

inventory systems under deterministic and stochastic demand with different delivery 

structures remain as future research questions. 
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SECTION 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In case the retailer solely has economic objectives, preferring multiple sourcing 

instead of single sourcing will reduce the total expected costs after carbon trading. 

Furthermore, it is also possible that multiple sourcing will reduce expected carbon 

emissions. However, it might be the case that expected carbon emissions are lower with 

single sourcing; therefore, in case the retailer has economic as well as environmental 

objectives, single sourcing can be preferred over multiple sourcing depending on the 

retailer’s economic and environmental targets. Furthermore, in case the retailer solely has 

economic objectives, any of the delivery structures considered for order splitting can be 

preferred depending on the settings. It is possible that sequential ordering (sequential 

delivery) reduces not only expected costs but also carbon emissions compared to 

sequential delivery (sequential ordering). Nevertheless, it might be the case that while 

one delivery structure outperforms the other economically, it can be outperformed by the 

other environmentally. 

These are some of the contributions of this study. An integrated continuous 

review inventory control and supplier selection model is analyzed under environmental 

regulations with three ordering policies. We economically and environmentally compare 

single sourcing to multiple sourcing and, sequential ordering to sequential delivery. Even 

without environmental aspects of the models considered, it is a contribution of this study 

that sequential ordering is discussed to be a potentially better delivery structure. The 

models enable numerical analysis of the supplier capacities and delivery lead times on a 

retailer’s ordering decisions, supplier selection decisions, expected costs, and expected 

carbon emissions with each ordering policy. 

Future research directions include considering similar models with stochastic 

delivery lead times and analyze the effects of the variability of the lead times 

economically and environmentally. Furthermore, the literature review reveals that there 

are a limited number of studies that investigate multi-item inventory control systems with 
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environmental considerations. Economic and environmental analyses of multi-item 

inventory systems under deterministic and stochastic demand with different delivery 

structures remain as future research questions. 
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